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ABOUT CROCODILE 2

11 partners (Austria, Croatia, Cyprus, Czech Republic,
Germany, Greece, Hungary, Italy, Poland, Romania,
Slovenia)
3 observers (Albania, Bulgaria, Slovakia)
Duration: 01/01/2015 – 31/12/2019
Budget: € 41,285,000
EU contribution: € 8,257,000
In the past major traffic events have led to congestion
and traffic breakdown in Central and East European
cross-border areas repeatedly. This region comprises several smaller countries with different languages and lots of
cross-border traffic. In order to enable harmonised and
efficient traffic flows along European transport corridors,
cooperation and harmonised information exchange is of
vital importance.
As a continuation of the first CROCODILE corridor project,
CROCODILE phase 2 has pushed the harmonised exchange of dynamic traffic data and information across
borders. Partners have worked together to implement an
infrastructure for providing road traffic information.
Efforts are being pursued in accordance with the EU ITS
Directive and its supplementing Delegated Regulations.
This encompasses coordination on organisational level,

technical implementation of standards as well as enhancement of management strategies and end-user
services. The latter are being improved so that road
users can obtain more and better information through
channels (e.g. websites, apps) that they are used to,
thereby adding to the continuity of services as defined
in the EU ITS Directive.
Focus topics
Foster cross-border coordination of motorway
operators
Implement European legislation (EU ITS Directive
and supplementing Delegated Regulations)
Deploy equipment for data collection (CCTV,
sensors)
Improve infrastructure for data processing
(Upgrade traffic management centres)
Establish mechanisms for data access
(National Access Points, DATEX II nodes)
Provide relevant information to end-users
(safety-critical, real-time, truck parking)
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I. THE CROCODILE 2
CORRIDOR:
MANY CHALLENGES,
ONE SOLUTION

Within CROCODILE 2, public authorities, road administrations
and traffic information service providers from more than ten
Member States tackle these issues. Partners and stakeholders
are committed to setting up National Access Points and operating a data exchange infrastructure based on DATEX II. The overall goal is to provide end-users with harmonised cross-border
information services along the whole corridor.
CROCODILE covers three main TEN-T core network corridors and one
additional corridor (Mediterranean) to fill the gaps:
Baltic – Adriatic, Rhine – Danube, Orient/East-Med, Mediterranean

Traffic and transport across main corridor routes hold great potential for substantial improvements in efficiency and fluency.
With that however come risks of disturbances, either on regular
or exceptional basis.
A prominent example is the unexpected extreme winter
weather that paralysed traffic in parts of Hungary and Slovenia
in 2013, leaving thousands of people and trucks stranded on
cross-border area motorways. Information flow to neighbouring countries was either slow-going or non-existent at all. Motorists were stopped at the Austrian borders because of the
severe winter conditions, but they did not receive information
about alternative travel possibilities, parking areas or real-time
information about expected delays. This resulted in incredibly
long traffic jams and displeased travellers, neither of which is
acceptable in today’s connected world.
Corrective actions from public authorities, police and operators
were often focussed on quickly restoring traffic flows after the
heavy weather conditions. This however did not adequately address the core of the problem, which was a lack in cross-border
coordination and appropriate access to data and information.
Transport is not ending at organisational borders and the need
for further common initiatives reaching beyond borders is still
present in order to include real-time events and information
relevant for drivers, commuters, HGV drivers or tourists equally.

Figure 1: CROCODILE covers a comprehensive set of TEN-T corridors
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II. THE CONTRIBUTION OF CROCODILE 2
TO HARMONISED DATA ACCESS
The CROCODILE corridor was conceived in 2013 to achieve a
smooth and seamless increase of road safety and efficiency
along corridor motorways. Member State and operator interests were aligned to a common denominator, based on which
cross-border coordination was established and promoted. This
should however not be regarded as a common minimum but
rather as common progress since the relevant instruments
have cohesively emerged in European context and are to be
applied accordingly. Such instruments include the EU ITS
Directive, the supplementing Delegated Regulations as well as
standards like DATEX II and the National Access Points. When
properly coordinated with measures on national level (e.g. upgrade of monitoring infrastructure and traffic management
centres), the full potential for an increase in road safety and
efficiency can be tapped along the whole TEN-T road network.

focus was on organisational and technical issues for data
exchange related to the EU ITS Directive. Many data sets were
already available but due to the splintered responsibilities
(e.g. different road operators), quality and responsibilities
were unclear.

CROCODILE has followed a participative approach in mastering the way from fragmented information provision to harmonised data exchange across regional and national borders,
starting at the organisational and legal framework. Based on
the EasyWay Deployment Guidelines (especially on DTX-DG01
- DATEX II) CROCODILE has mainly focussed on the implementation of DATEX II nodes. This primarily included data necessary for the provision of safety critical road services and the
information on available truck parking spaces. Several end-user
services were upgrade in CROCODILE phase 1 and now offer
improved content in particular for cross-border areas.

CROCODILE 2 - ENLARGEMENT OF THE SCOPE

A first minimum set of traffic data to be exchanged between
CROCODILE Member States was worked out while additional

Based on the data available, a DATEX II middleware solution
was developed in the first phase of CROCODILE to support
harmonised data exchange. This solution covers a minimum
set of required SRTI1 and truck parking messages. It provides
master data types, which are used for rendering differently assigned DATEX II attributes into commonly understood ones.
This approach was critically acclaimed and has added to a simplification of data types by establishing master values within
available DATEX II classes.

As a consecutive action, CROCODILE 2 specified the scope in
various fields of action. This includes traffic and road data
exchange, implementation of National Access Points,
cross-border agreements and traffic management plans. It also
aims at closing the gaps in terms of traffic monitoring and
management. This should lead to tangible improvement for
end-users with harmonised cross-border information being
available in the service of choice.

1

Saftey-related traffic information
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Issues include the harmonised implementation of the ITS
Directive and its supplementing Delegated Regulations. While
basic principles are set out as mandatory provisions, the
technical and organisational details often remain unclear and
subject to Member-State-specific approaches. To ensure a
common European and corridor-based strategy, the different
stakeholders aligned on cross-border level. This approach was
successful with the first phase of CROCODILE and will be pursued further for sustainable and long-term corridor benefits.
An important step here was the dedicated extension of
cross-border data exchange methodologies to include static
road data as specified in Delegated Regulation 2015/962. The
difficulties lie within the significantly larger scope of the defined data categories, their differing relevance for the given
operational environments along the CROCODILE 2 corridor as
well as in the selection and application of standards for the
single use cases.
While National Access Points have been established in all
CROCODILE 2 Member States, reality has proved that this is
merely a first step. If the National Access Points are to become
a relevant portal to traffic data and services, it will take more
than just making a NAP available. Data and information providers need to be informed about their obligations and also
potential benefits arising from that. In CROCODILE 2, it was
discussed what factors make a NAP successful (i.e. data and
services providers using it), what currently prevents the NAPs
from being successful and what measures can be set towards
a successful NAP (e.g. dissemination, encouragement,
penalties, etc.). Insights are currently applied to the NAP architectures in order to strengthen their role in harmonised data
provision.

III. TRAFFIC DATA
AVAILABILITY
AND EXCHANGE IN
CROCODILE 2
Initial consolidation by the participating Member States unveiled
promising starting points in terms of interoperability. Cross-border coordination led to improved end-user information in the
fields of SRTI and truck parking services and was the basis for
enhancing processes and services to exchanging static road data
as described in Delegated Regulation 2015/962.
PHASE 1: ESTABLISHING THE BASIS
The first Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) signed in 2014
between five Member States (AT, HR, HU, IT, SI) was an important
starting point for cross-border data exchange. Nevertheless the
CROCODILE Member States were still on differing levels in terms
of DATEX II maturity and none had a final solution for cross-border data exchange. Therefore, it was decided to set up a dedicated working group within CROCODILE to work on a common
CROCODILE DATEX II solution. In this context, the main goal was
to define a minimum reference data set. This should facilitate a
translation between different national DATEX II profiles and thus
avoid exchange limitations.
Based on the results of a data availability survey, a so-called middleware solution was elaborated, facilitating harmonised data
exchange of SRTI and truck parking information. This middleware
solution provides a systematic and structured way of defining
and exchanging preselected and prioritised data types (available
in DATEX II as enumeration data types). In detail, the middleware
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solution covers a minimum set of required SRTI and truck parking data that can be exchanged and understood by all group
members. In this context the solution allows the exchange of
different information by providing master data types which are
used for interpreting differently assigned DATEX II attributes into
commonly understood ones, as shown in figure 2 below.
Example: The DATEX II data type of ‘slippery road’ is coded within
the DATEX II class of ‘WeatherRelatedRoadCondition’ and matched
to the priority action c main topic of ‘temporary slippery road’.
Consequently it would imply a master SRTI data type which covers
all other data types of the same class (including for instance danger
of aquaplaning, surface water hazard, ice, black ice, snow drifts and
icy patches). Therefore the common vocabulary for describing for
example ‘black ice’, which represents a ‘temporary slippery road’ element as well, will then be expressed by its corresponding master data
type, which is ‘slippery road’.
Applied to a real situation, it shall be assumed that the safetyrelated information of ‘black ice’ should be exchanged between
two road operators (publisher ‘A’ and client ‘B’), having established for instance a publisher-push-on-occurrence web-service
as shown in figure 2 below. Unfortunately client ‘B’ cannot under-

stand the information content of ‘black ice’ as there is no data
type of ‘black ice’ within the DATEX II directory of B available. In
this case the operator’s software at B does not know how to handle the information content. Here the CROCODILE middleware
comes into operation by filtering all unreadable data elements
– in this case ‘black ice’ – and matching them to their corresponding master data types – ‘slippery road’ – which is located in the
same DATEX II class of ‘WeatherRelatedRoadCondition’. Having
filtered and matched the specific data to corresponding master
data enables machine-readability at the client site, who can interpret the transmitted information and integrate it into an
end-user service.
The middleware solution did not imply the set-up of a new DATEX
II profile where all Member States are encouraged to fulfil additional profile requirements. It rather gives the chance to fulfil simplified, minimum exchange requirements without issuing a new
DATEX II profile. In this way the ability of exchanging and understanding traffic messages between different publisher and client
sites (and correspondingly between different Member States respectively road operators) could be improved significantly.
This was a remarkable leap towards a corridor-based approach

Figure 2: Safety related traffic data exchange between Publisher and Client (i.e. two different road operators), based on the commonly used middleware specification
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for data exchange harmonisation. With numerous datasets being
already available, the work on harmonisation was the next logical step. The relevance of the CROCODILE efforts was guaranteed
through the facts that road operators were directly involved in
the development work. Thus, they were able to submit the actual demand arising from end-user side and align the solution with
their internal processes, ensuring a maximum of durability.
PHASE 2: EXTENDING THE SCOPE TO PRIORITY ACTION B)
Since the middleware solution has proven to be a well-working
solution, the members of the CROCODILE DATEX II working
group were ready to extend the scope and start covering dynamic road status and traffic data (as defined in the Delegated
Regulation 2015/962). The accessibility and exchange of such
data has become the major use case within CROCODILE 2 in the
context of applying DATEX II.
The CROCODILE DATEX II working group focused on elaborating
a reference guide on developing harmonised DATEX II profiles
for dynamic road status and traffic data as described in the annex
of Delegated Regulation 2015/962. In order to facilitate easy deployment, reference data content specifications – covering data
related to both priority action c) and b) categories – were elaborated and made available to demonstrate the profiling process.
Corresponding to the requirements of the relevant operational
environments, interpretation of the respective data categories
was required to achieve a common understanding of dynamic
and road traffic status data. Following a dedicated workshop on
this topic where partners’ opinions and viewpoints were aligned,
the CROCODILE DATEX II working group set up a working document enabling the translation between dynamic/traffic data categories and DATEX II-based data elements. Similar to the middleware solution, this document aims to be a reference guide on
how to implement minimum DATEX II based data sets covering
priority action b) requirements2.

2

Download it at: https://www.its-platform.eu/filedepot/folder/1077?fid=6485

USER STORIES TO DEAL WITH THE INCREASED
COMPLEXITY OF THE PRIORITY ACTION B) CATEGORIES
Compared to the process of matching priority action c) data categories to DATEX II data elements, additional matching issues for
priority action b) elements were expected to arise, which had to
be considered as highly important deployment issues. Therefor
the working group as agreed on defining common user stories
to describe the meaning of the data categories within priority
action b) and find adequate publication types.
In this context the user stories served two purposes:
• Discover relevant use cases of the data
• Clarify priorities to know when to stop
elaborating further details
In both cases it allowed better scope management as the stories
should support the work on finding an agreement on common
and relevant data structures. There was no need to elaborate on
user stories deeper than for this purpose. Based on the results of
the user stories and data selections, certain data types could be
chosen as master types for exchanging RTTI3 dynamic data on a
web service interface that supports subscriptions between different road operators. In this way the middleware solution could
be upgraded, producing added-value for road operators and
end-users in terms of cross-border harmonisation of traffic flows
and information.
VALIDATION OF DATEX II PROFILES
In cooperation with the DATEX II project and in compliance with
the requirements of the Delegated Regulations for a nominated
body, a DATEX II test centre4 gives users the possibility to test
their DATEX II profiles against specified validation rules.
Validation rules consist of DATEX II data elements being provided
within reference profiles. These profiles represent a minimum

3

Real-time traveller information

4

https://datex2.eu/support/tooling
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configured set of selected DATEX II data elements and are compliant with the obligations coming from the different Delegated
Acts for priority actions b), c), and e). The test centre helps DATEX
II profile developers and users to get a quick overview of data
elements being compliant with selected validation rules. A complete validation report provides comprehensive guidance on
missing or wrongly indicated data elements.

IV. SUCCESS
STORIES
All CROCODILE 2 Member States have undertaken to achieve
tangible improvement of services for end-users. True to the corridor principle, coordination has taken place on various levels
and caused impacts that encompass several Member State areas. This emphasises that operators and authorities have transcended to think beyond their borders and rate transport and
traffic information services as an all-European aspect.

other NAPs that are based on the same software technology
and its data can be included in other NAPs respectively. Data
sets comply with standardised data formats, thus facilitating
machine-to-machine data exchange, with the majority of data
sets following the DATEX II standard.
First cross-border information (e.g. camera data) were exchanged already during the first phase of CROCODILE. As of
2017, cooperation was enlarged and intensified in the course of
CROCODILE 2 and the implementation of the CROCODILE middleware solution. The Austrian motorway operator ASFINAG
and the Slovenian motorway operators DARS have been exchanging data about road works and events (such as accidents
or road closures) as well as webcam feeds since summer 2017.
All exchanged data are fully integrated into the management
and decision-making tools of the traffic management centres.
Webcam pictures are directly available to the end user in online
portals and smartphone apps. As such, Slovenia was the first
CROCODILE 2 Member State to integrate data from all neighbouring countries into its own system using DATEX II.

National Access Points were implemented in all CROCODILE 2
Member States. In general, they appear as web-based platforms
that offer a variety of real-time, historical and static data in numerous formats and licenses or, depending on the concept, references to these data sets using metadata. The data sets are
provided by accredited organisations and can be used for various purposes (e.g. for developing commercial services) depending on their license type.
As an example, the Greek NAP is developed upon open source
software technologies, in order to avoid licensing costs. This approach also ensures that the NAP platform will stay up-to-date
while enhancing its interoperability with other NAPs throughout the EU. Additionally, the Greek NAP can harvest data from

Figure 3: Events, road works and available cameras from neighbouring
countries displayed in the PROMET (www.promet.si) system of Slovenian
motorway operator DARS
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In 2018, Austrian and Slovenian data and information were integrated also into the cTV2 system of Hungarian road operator
Magyar Közút. This display of actual use of DATEX II is one of a
kind in Europe and was acknowledged to be an important basis for ongoing and future cooperation with additional neighbouring countries.

This adds to the complexity, as the consumer must keep track
of all previously consumed messages (without losing any of
them) to build complete picture of current situation. Yet it
proves that harmonisation has progressed to a level of detail far
beyond the basic aspects and that Member States are working
together in a most effective way.

V. NEXT STEPS

Figure 4: Austrian road works displayed in the cTV2 system of Hungarian road
operator Magyar Közút

Such improvements were enabled by large-scale coordination
work throughout several years, encompassing numerous entities such as traffic management centres. They need to be supplied with well usable and current information from neighbouring countries to better coordinate cross-border traffic. In order
to display the exchange of messages between management
entities and review the underlying processes and protocols,
partners from the Czech Republic carried out a pilot testing of
fetching the data during a timeframe of ten weeks. With seven
Member States participating in the pilot (AT, CZ, DE, HU, IT, PL,
SI), all providers were offering data in DATEX II format, while in
some cases other compatible formats were used as well.
Most providers are issuing publications that contain all events
valid at the given moment. As soon as the consumer receives
the data, it adds to the whole picture of reported situation.
Some providers however are sending delta messages describing events that have changed since last reported about them.

CROCODILE aims at improving the continuity of services for
motorists on the TEN-T road network. End users will recognise
that through a more seamless experience and better functionality of services that they already know and trust. In the background, this requires smooth processes along the whole value
chain and effective coordination of actors. Based on the first
and second phase, CROCODILE 3 will further develop the results in discussions and technical workshops. A CROCODILE
strategy document will evaluate the data categories defined in
the Delegated Regulation 2015/962 in respect of their relevance. It will also illustrate the possibilities for the application of
standards and specifications (such as DATEX II, TN-ITS, …) to the
cross-border exchange of traffic data from an overall corridor
perspective. All the following issues will be in the focus of the
CROCODILE corridor until the end of 2020.
NATIONAL ACCESS POINTS
All over the European Union National Access Points have been
established in accordance with the Delegated Regulations.
Despite being available in numerous Member States, the problem still remains that providers have shown little interest so far
in using NAPs for providing information about their data
and services.
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Of course this could be handled through penalties for not complying to European legislation. But it seems more sensible for
NAP operators to “provide access to the National Access Point”.
The what’s-in-it-for-you has not been sufficiently communicated to data and service providers where the most important
factor is the possibility for free advertisement of data and services. A process for the nominated bodies is currently being
established and refined in accordance with first feedback. This
will keep the barriers low while ensuring that the data and services provided are of highest quality and relevance.
In addition to good promotion and to battle reluctance, National Access Points shall also be comprehensive and interconnected throughout Europe. While this is clearly envisaged for
the immediate future, the different setup modes of the NAPs
(i.e. actual data vs. metadata) could hamper the interconnection. This could be handled through implementing a common
API for accessing the NAPs, combined with consolidating the
NAP features and functionalities as well as their organisational
role within the complex field of European traveller information
services.
STATIC ROAD DATA
Road operators throughout the whole CROCODILE corridor
have been coordinating their efforts and recently agreed on a
common minimum of static road data that would be most relevant for exchange. This includes rest areas (including truck
parking information), charging stations, tolling, cross-border
information (static and dynamic), restrictions and driving bans
(e.g. tunnels, bridges or seasonal restrictions) and speed limits
(start, length, end).
Aiming beyond a mere exchange of data, it is important to provide a continuous experience to end users so that there is no
need to consult four different services in order to get a comprehensive picture. It is about enhancing existing services that
people are used to. The focus of efforts is on comprehensive
improvement of traffic information, based on a unified level of

service also across borders (corresponding to the continuity of
services as mentioned in the ITS Directive) and also incorporating user feedback for increasing data quality and consequently
improving traffic management.
TRAFFIC MANAGEMENT PLANS
In the previous phases of CROCODILE, numerous traffic management plans (TMPs) have been conceived and successfully
executed. While efforts have especially caused relief for travellers during travelling seasons or exceptional event, the full potential has not been tapped yet. Further TMPs are being designed based on extensive coordination between different
road operators all over Europe.
The first important aspect is to sensibly design new TMPs in
order to close the gaps along the TEN-T network and relevant
interfaces to urban areas. The second issue includes digitalisation of TMPs and a comprehensible structuring of cause and
effect when triggering a traffic management plan. Current efforts include the set-up of a new TMP that covers five TEN-T
corridors on Central European segments. It will encompass
separate scenarios for trucks and cars and will distinguish between periodic events and acute incidents (e.g. accidents, severe weather conditions). The TMP will be subject to constant
evaluation and Member States will exchange recommendations for new sections and corridors.
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